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ABSTRACT

This thesis uses the link structure of the World Wide Web as a basis to create

better search engines. It focuses on the HITS algorithm, which was the first algorithm

to use the link topology. HITS is implemented with slight modifications and tested

with variations of its input parameters. It is also used in order to discover emerging

communities in cyberspace. Other related algorithms, which use the link structure of

the web as an undirected graph are described and compared with HITS. Finally, an

attempt to combine link-based with text-based analysis in order to create more

accurate search methods is examined.
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CHAPTER I

The Problem

The Web is predominantly becoming the most popular and easy to use source of

information. The past few years have witnessed a dramatic and unplanned increase in

the amount of information accessible from the Web. Consequently, people searching

for information have to rely on specialized softwares called search engines in order to

discover Web pages that are relevant to their demands. Most of these search engines

rank pages by the means of text-based ranking functions that sometimes fail in

providing relevant results. Clever and experienced web programmers, for instance,

can fool these softwares by embedding extra keywords in their pages. Another reason

why these search engines might fail is that many relevant pages for the user query

may not be self-descriptive and can be therefore ignored. Moreover, text-based search

engines face another kind of problem when dealing with broad topic queries. This

kind of queries results in the information overload, also called abundance, problem;

i.e., the set of potentially relevant pages has usually a cardinality of several thousands;

thus, leaving the user with an insupportably large amount of data in hand. To solve

this problem, other software tools are needed in order to filter the most relevant and

authoritative pages out of this large set. However, no matter how clever are or will be

those search engines, it remains very hard to get people to agree on what is relevant

for a query. After all, relevancy is a very subjective concept.

Recent work by J.Kleinberg [1] has proven that analyzing the hyperlink structure

of the web helps in dealing with the difficulties discussed above. The hyperlink

structure can be represented by a directed graph of nodes and edges called the Web

Graph, where the nodes are web pages and the edges are the links between them. For

example, there is an edge from node p to node q when page p links to page q, or, in

other words, when page p contains the url of page q. Disregarding the navigational

links and those that are created for advertising reasons, links have a lot to say about

the content of the linked pages. Kleinberg asserts that hyperlinks hide in them a

potential human judgment: "The creator of page p, by including a link to page q, has

in some measure conferred authority on q" [1]. Therefore, links give us the



opportunity of finding the potential authorities for a broad topic query through pages

that point to them. Kleinberg calls the latter pages as hub pages. Kleinberg introduced

the HITS (hy perl ink- induced topic search) algorithm to return the authoritative and

hub pages for any sufficiently broad topic. HITS is centered on the mutually

reinforcing relationship between hub and authoritative pages: "A good hub points to

many good authorities; a good authority is pointed to by many good hubs." [1.3]

Although it is very difficult to understand the process by which pages link to

each other, this relationship between hubs and authorities has introduced a notion of

structure on the web, which seemed almost impossible due to its anarchic growth. The

analysis of the link topology has therefore developed a notion of hyperlinked

communities, which can be viewed as containing a core of central authorities pulled

together by hub pages [3 1 . From a posteriori analysis, sufficiently broad topics contain

embedded communities of hyperli nked pages.

This thesis is an attempt to address the information overload problem and

monitor emerging communities in cyberspace. Chapter Il describes text based search

engines, the HITS and other related algorithms. Chapter III describes a modified

implementation of HITS. Chapter IV compares the results from HITS with the

eigenvectors of some related matrices. Experimentation results are presented in

Chapter V. Chapter VI places special emphasis on the topic of emerging communities

in cyberspace. Comparisons of HITS with other heuristics are presented in chapter

VII. Chapter VIII describes a modified version of ARC (Automatic Resource

Compiler), which combines textual and link-based analysis. The thesis is concluded

with directions to further work in chapter IX.
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CHAPTER II

Literature Review

Studying the Web Graph has led to improved web search, more accurate topic

classification, and better enumeration of emerging cyber-communities. However,

exploiting link information is not trivial because it is chaotic. The www has a very

complex structure and its global organization is unplanned. The notion of structure in

such an environment is often vague, but it seems from a posteriori analysis that

hyperlinks have helped providing meaning for it. In this chapter, we explain text

based search engines and describe in detail the HITS algorithm and other related link

based search algorithms.

2.1 Search Engines

Search engines basically consist of three major elements [9]. First is the spider.

which visits a web page and reads it. Then it follows links to other pages within the

same site. The spider, also called crawler, returns on a regular basis to the site to look

for changes. Second is the index, also called the catalog, which records anything that

the spider finds. It is like a giant book containing a copy of every web page that the

crawler finds. A page is not available to people searching within the search engine

until it is indexed. Third comes the search engine software that sorts through the

millions of pages recorded in the index. It tries to find matches to a search and ranks

them from the most relevant to the least relevant. Search engines don't always get it

right. As WebCrawler founder Brian Pinkerton puts it, "Imagine walking up to a

librarian and saying, 'travel.' They're going to look at you with a blank face" [9].

Unlike the librarian, search engines don't have the ability to ask questions to narrow

down and focus the search, and they do not rely on past experience to rank web pages,

in the way people can. Text based search engines follow a set of rules involving the

location and frequency of keywords on a web page. Pages with keywords appearing in

the title are considered to be more relevant than others to the query. Text based search

engines also assume that any relevant page to the topic will mention the keywords

right from the start. Therefore, words appearing near the top of a web page, such as in
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the headline or in the first few paragraphs are given more weight than those appearing

further in the text. Synonyms of the keywords are also considered. Another major

factor in determining the relevancy of a page is the frequency of keywords. A search

engine will analyze how often keywords appear in relation to other words within the

same page. Pages with higher frequency are assumed to be more relevant than other

pages. All text based search engines use the location/frequency method described

above, but each has its own added specifications. For this reason, we find that search

engines differ in their results for the same topic. Add to this the fact that no search

engine has the exact same collection of pages to search through. Some text based

search engines like Excite give a boost for pages that have a lot of links pointing to

them. Therefore, attempts to make use of the link structure have always been there,

but it wasn't until the HITS algorithm that hyperlinks became the core of some search

algorithms.

2.2 The HITS Algorithm

Text based search algorithms have always been misled by clever programmers.

Moreover, many of the best relevant pages for a given topic known as authorities may

sometimes not contain self descriptive text or consist of images with very little text.

This leads us to admit that content alone is not enough to evaluate web pages. As John

Kleinberg states: "a considerable amount can be accomplished through essentially a

pure analysis of the link structure of the web" [l]. Kleinberg's work gave birth to a

very popular algorithm in the domain of web searching called HITS. This algorithm is

concerned with the identification of authoritative pages for broad-topic queries. The

problem with this kind of queries is that one expects to find many thousand relevant

pages on the www; thus, the need to filter a small set of the most "authoritative" ones.

HITS is centered on the notions of hub pages, authoritative pages, and the relation

between them. An authoritative page for a topic is one that contains a lot of

information about the topic. A hub page is one that contains a large number of links to

pages containing information about the topic. The relation between these two types of

pages is that a good hub points to many good authorities, and a good authority is

pointed to by many good hubs [1]. Therefore, hubs serve as strong central points from

which authority is conferred on relevant pages. What follows is a description of the

HITS algorithm.
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Given a query string, HITS assembles a root set R of t pages returned by a text

based search engine such as Altavista on that query. The variable I is set typically to

200. R is an almost structureless set with very few links between its pages. This root

set is then expanded to a base set T, by adding any pages that are pointed to by a page

in R, or vice-versa. Now to prevent T from becoming increasingly large, an arbitrary

subset of the pages pointing to any page in R is considered. The base set T is relatively

small which minimizes computational costs, and it is rich in relevant pages. HITS

then deletes all intrinsic links, which are links within the same web site. As pointed

above, the algorithm is centered on the relation between hubs and authorities, so with

each page p is associated a hub-weight h(p), and an authority weight a(p,). The sets of

authority and hub weights are placed in two distinct vectors a and h. The components

of both vectors are initialized to 1. The algorithm runs k iterations during which it

replaces a(p) by the sum of the hØ's of pages pointing to p, and replaces hp) by the

sum of the aØ's pointed to by p. This process is based on the idea that "a good hub

page points to many good authorities; a good authority is pointed to by many good

hubs." After k iterations, the algorithm would return the pages with the highest hubID

and authority weights. From these pages must be removed some popular pages who

naturally have a very high in-degree such as Yahoo!, Microsoft, ... , etc. This is done

either by the use of "Stop Words" [3], or through the link structure by removing pages

with high in-links but with no considerable overlap in the sets of pages that point to

them. As for the choice of k, it is chosen in a way that the vectors h and a become

stable. This convergence depends on whether the topic is "wired" or not. The more

"wired" is the topic, the faster is the convergence [3].

Here is the pseudo-code of the HITS algorithm as it appeared in [1]:

Iterate (G, k)

Begin

G: a collection of n linked pages

k. a natural number

Let z denote the vector (1, 1, 1..., 1) E R'7.

a = z	 // initializing the authority weights



h . = z	 //initializing the hub weights

For i:=1 tokdo

For i: = 1 to n do

a[iJ : = XhfjJ, where the link 6i,i) exists and j-;,^ I

For i. = I to n do

hLTiJ = Ia III, where the link (ij) exists and j^ I

Normalize a.

Normalize h.

Return (a, h)

End.

Notice that after each iteration the authority and hub vectors a and h are normalized in

order to prevent the weights from growing very large. Normalization of a vector

consists of dividing every component of the vector, by the length of the vector. After

running the k iterations. HITS must filter the pages with the highest hub and authority

weights. and this filtering presents a solution for the information overload problem on

the web.

Another way to view the HITS algorithm is to use an adjacency matrix A. This

matrix is constructed from the portion of the web graph corresponding to the base set

of the given query. If the pages in the base set are numbered ..... p,, then the (j)th

entry of A is 1, if a link from pi to Pi exists, i.e., if page p, references page p

otherwise, it is 0. Knowing that the transpose of a matrix interchanges its rows by its

columns, it becomes easy to verify that the updates of authority and hub vectors can

be written as a : AT/i and h : Aa, respectively . These updates are run for k

iterations, normalizing the vectors a and h after each one, in order to produce the final

authority and hub vectors.

2.3 Some Remarks About HITS

The HITS algorithm starts with a relatively small root set. A larger root set will

be richer in relevant pages, but the algorithm would consequently need to cope with

much more data. This would lead to more expensive computational costs. Moreover,
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concerning the cut-off condition set on the number of pages pointing to a page in the

root set R, shouldn't there be some kind of a bonus to a page in R having a very high

in-link? Besides, the arbitrary choice of the subset of pages (in order not to exceed the

cut-off) may cause a loss of many good hub pages basically. Wouldn't it be a good

idea to include the best possible pages in this subset, by running some kind of

algorithm on this set of pages?

Concerning the number of iterations k, it has been found that k=20 is sufficient

for the c largest components in each vector to become stable. It was even suggested in

the ARC project (Automatic Resource Compiler) [5], that k=5 is enough for the top

15 hubs and authorities to become stable, so why not use this approach if the wanted

result is just the top authorities?

HITS has been shown to produce impressive results for broad topic queries [1,3],

however it is important to note that it also has some setbacks, which will be discussed

next. It has been noticed that HITS tends to generalize topics that are not broad

enough [1,3]. The resulting hubs and authorities for a specific query will be relevant

to a topic, which includes, but is larger than, the initial topic provided to HITS. The

problem with specific queries is that there are few pages relevant for the query string.

Therefore, HITS will have to start with a very small root set, and the authoritative

pages will be beaten by other pages with higher in-links. To solve this problem, it may

be a good idea not to expand the root set, but rather return it as the set of relevant

results, and therefore disregard the link structure for specific queries. The success of

HITS is related to the density of linkage for pages on the desired topic. If this density

is not large enough, even for broad topics, HITS will output pages that generalize the

topic [3]. For example, a user query like optimization given to HITS generates a

community of pages relevant to a larger topic that includes much of the field of

optimization like operations research [3]. Another characteristic is the specialization

for some broad topics [3]. This happens when a sub-topic has a more wired-

community on the web than the original topic, i.e., HITS tends to specialize for the

same reasons that causes it to generalize. For example, the topic linguistics resulted in

a community of pages relevant to a sub-topic of linguistics, namely computational

linguistics. The sub-topic seems to have more wired communities on the web than the

original query [3]. An important question is how can we use the link structure of the
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web to deal with specific queries and prevent topics from specializing or

generalizing? And how can this be done unless we integrate textual and link analysis?

It is important to note that HITS has been successfully used for topic

classification of web pages when dealing with specific queries.

2.4 Other Related Algorithms

Related to HITS are some search algorithms that use the link structure of the

web in their ranking schemes. This section describes several such algorithms, which

appeared after HITS.

2.4.1 ARC

The HITS algorithm has been very popular ever since its publication and it is at

the heart of the ARC (Automatic Resource Compiler) project, a part of the CLEVER

project of IBM Almaden Research Center. ARC is a modification of HITS. in a way

that it expands the root set twice and adds the textual content into the weights of pages

[5]. Indeed, the combination of contents and links is a safer basis from which to

extract authoritative sources for a broad topic. The main idea is that the text around an

hre[link to a page p is normally descriptive of the contents of p. Now, if descriptive

text of a topic occurs around an href to p from a good hub, then most probably p

should be an authority on the topic. This is implemented through the adjacency matrix

A described before. Every link from page p to q is given a positive numerical weight

w(p,q) that increases with the amount of topic-related text in the neighborhood of the

href from p to q. If a link from p to q exists, then ",(p, q) 1+ n(t) where n(t) is the

number of matches between the query string and the text within the window around

href The size of this window was set empirically to 50 Bytes. Concerning the

adjacency matrix A, its (p,q)th entry is w(p,q) if a link from page p to page q exists.

Otherwise, it is 0. After constructing the modified adjacency matrix, the algorithm

continues just as HITS but only runs for 5 iterations.

It may be surprising to see that ARC wasn't as successful as HITS for dealing

with broad topics despite the integration of textual and link-based analysis.

Experiments have shown that ARC gives better results than Infoseek, and at its best
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equals Yahoo! in relevancy [5]. That was before Yahoo! started to use the Google

search engine.

2.4.2 Google Search Algorithm

Noticeably, Google has been reported as the most successful search engine [9]. It

has integrated textual content with the link structure in a more sophisticated way than

ARC. Google uses the PageRank function, which relies on the "democratic nature of

the web" [8]. It uses the link structure as an indicator of an individual's page value. A

link from page A to Page B is considered a vote for page B, by page A [8]. Google

goes beyond the number of votes for a page; it also analyses the page that casts the

vote. Votes cast by "important" pages weigh more heavily and help to make other

pages important. Important sites receive a higher PageRank. which is remembered by

Google. Google also combines PageRank with sophisticated text-matching techniques

to find pages that are both relevant and important. The text ranking methods go

beyond the location/frequency methods of traditional text based search engines and

examine all aspects of the page's content (and the content of the pages linking to it) in

order to determine if it's a good match for the query.

The PageRank notion of "Importance" is similar to the HITS notion of "Authority." It

differs by the use of the incoming links to a page rather than the whole set of links in

determining its "importance".

2.4.3 Trawling Algorithms

HITS has helped in discovering strongly connected communities of hubs and

authorities, which have a close representation under bipartite cliques and bipartite

cores in the web graph. A bipartite clique KU is a graph in which every node i has an

edge to every node], while a bipartite core Cy is a graph on 1±1 nodes that contains at

least one K. Figure 2.1 illustrates an instance of a C43.

9



Fig. 2.1 A Bipartite Core

A core in the web graph is a signature for a web community. Trawling algorithms,

which have been introduced in [2,4], are concerned with enumerating occurrences of

communities that are characterized by dense bipartite subgraphs. Consequently.

Trawling algorithms aim to enumerate all bipartite cores for any i or!. However, for

small i and j, cores may correspond to coincidental communities. To deal with this

phenomena, Kumar. Raghavan, Raj agopalan, and Tomkins [4] used severe elimination

of pages that could lead to spurious communities. Examples of such pages include

mirror pages. Mirrors are duplicate pages with very minor changes. They basically

have the same links and content; thus, they eventually cause spurious communities

and must be removed. The aggressive mirror elimination strategy, may misidentify a

unique page as a mirror, but will identify all mirrors. Besides, any page with an in-

link count greater than 50 is removed. Due to the popularity of such a page, it may

lead to erroneous communities. Even after the removal of such pages, the process of

trawling is still very expensive; therefore, undesirable links are pruned. Now, a large

amount of the data has to reside in main memory so that sorting operations can be

applied [2,4]. First, sorting is done by source, and when returning all CU's for fixed i

and j, all outgoing links of a node whose out-degree is less than j are pruned. Then,

sorting is applied by destination, and incoming links are pruned. This process, often

called the elimination process, is repeated several times until no further progress can

be made[2,4]. If all data resides in main memory, then only one iteration is needed

[4]. After the elimination phase is done, the generation phase starts. A node n with in-

degree i can belong to a CU if and only if the i nodes that point to it have a

neighborhood intersection of size at least j. For a given node, this phase outputs all
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possible cores or outputs none. In any way, the node would be pruned. Eventually, a

trawling algorithm would output the list of cores, which needs to be cleaned from

nepotistic cores [4], i.e., those which belong to the same web site.

Such an algorithm is considered to be fast since after each pass, edges are being

deleted and nodes pruned away. About 4% of the discovered communities were

coincidental [4]. However, due to the severe mirror elimination, many communities

may not have been discovered. One can wonder about useful structures in the web

graph other than bipartite cores, and hub/authority communities. Why not work on

other topologies such as stars, or rings?

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter described text based search engines and focused more importantly

on the improvement that can be done by the use of the link structure of the web. A

description of the HITS algorithm and other related link based algorithms (ARC.

Google, and Trawling algorithms) were also presented. The next chapter provides an

implementation of the HITS algorithm.
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CHAPTER III

Implementation of HITS

This chapter describes in detail the implementation of HITS and provides

examples of computer runs for different queries.

3.1 Modified Version of HITS

The HITS algorithm uses the adjacency matrix described in the previous chapter.

However, in our implementation which used a PC running windows 98 with a 200

MHz processor and 32 MB of RAM, the operations done on this matrix caused 'stack

overflows' and 'insufficient memory' problems. To solve this. a database with 2

Paradox tables was created: Pages—Table and Links tables. The following figures

describe the HITS database.

Page_Key	 Integer	 Primary
Page_URL	 String	 255

Table 3.1 Pages Table

Source	 Integer	 Primary
Destination	 Integer	 Primirv

Table 3.2 Links Table

The relation between the 2 tables is shown in the next figure:

11
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Fig. 3.1 HITS Relationship Model

As shown in the above tables, the primary key in the Links table is a composite

key made of the source and destination fields, which reference the Page_Key in

Pages table. A link front A to page B, means the creation of a record containing

the Key of Page A in the source field, and the key of page B in the destination field.
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The next sections describe how this database is built and used. All programs in this

project are coded in Delph15 and are included in Appendix A.

3.2 Gathering the Base Set

The HITS algorithm starts with a root set of 200 pages extracted from a text

based search engine for any broad topic query. However, due to our inability to gain

access to a database that indexes the web (most are proprietary), we had to start with a

much smaller root set, and a lot of the data had to be collected by hand. The idea was

to start with a root set of twenty pages from Altavista [7]. In order to expand this set,

inlinks and outlinks to any page in the root set are added. Inlinks to a page are pages

that link to it, while outlinks are the pages that it points to. To add the inlinks of a

page, the Google search engine is used, but in many cases it fails to provide the whole

set of inlinks to a page. The procedure is very simple. Just include the URL of the

page in the following format: link: URL of the page, and click on the search button. A

list of pages linking to this page will be presented. Scanning the source code of the

pages in the root set was the only way to derive their outlinks. Once the pages of the

base set are identified, we need to scan the source code of the pages residing in the

base set (but not included in the root set). The outlinks of these pages are considered:

however, only those that linked to pages within the base set are included in the

analysis of the link structure. All these pages along with their inlinks and outlinks are

stored in a file, which is later used to build the database. A very simple program scans

this file and enters the data into the database in such a way that no page or link is

included twice.

3.3 Implementing the HITS Algorithm

Just like the original HITS algorithm, authority and hub vectors are represented

by two arrays whose size is set to the number of pages in the database. All

components of these vectors are set initially to one. The HITS algorithm runs for k

iterations, where k is set typically to 20. However, we chose not to set k to 20. The

program continues to run until convergence, meaning that it doesn't stop until the

difference between hub and authority weights of the previous iteration and those of

the current one becomes less than c, where c is a real number between 0 and 0.1. At
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every iteration, authority and hub weights of every page are being updated using very

simple queries. In order to update the hub weight of a page whose key is x for

example, the following SQL command is used: " SELECT DESTINATION FROM

LINKS WHERE SOURCE X". The result of this query would give the list of pages

that are pointed to by page x, and by adding their authority weights we calculate the

updated hub weight of page x. Similarly, in order to update the authority weight of

page x, we use the following SQL command: " SELECT SOURCE FROM LINKS

WHERE DESTINATION X". Then, the hub weights of the pages resulting from

this query are added to adjust the new authority weight of page x. Similarly to HITS,

hub and authority vectors are normalized after each iteration in order to keep their

components between 0 and 1.

3.4 Running the HITS Algorithm

We tested the HITS algorithm on 2 different queries. Both are related to

Lebanon. We thought that this way, we would be in a better position to judge the

significance of the returned authoritative pages.

3.4.1 The Choice of the Queries

The first query is "Lebanese Media". It is chosen not to be self-descriptive,

meaning that potential authoritative pages rarely mention or include the query in their

text. Most text based search engines tend to fail in providing authorities for such a

query. For example, queries like "search engines", do not return results like Yahoo!,

Altavista, or Google ... because these pages do not include the query terms in their text

[1,3]. The second query is "Kahlil Gibran". Authoritative pages for such a query are

usually self-descriptive and contain a lot of occurrences of the query terms. One

therefore expects that any text based search engine would return relevant results for

such a query.

3.4.2 Applying HITS

For the first query, Altavista found about 15,229,485 pages. The huge number of

relevant pages reflects the breadth of the topic. The first 20 pages of this set formed
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the root set we began with. Here are the pages in the order they appeared in, at the

time we ran our test in December 2000:

1	 www.1eb.org
2	 www.lebanesenet.com
3	 www.cyberarab.com/1ebanon
4	 www.beiruttimes.com
5	 www.lebanon-tourism.gov.lb
6	 www.lp.gov.lb/english.html
7	 www.1au.edu.lb
8	 www.wlo-usa.org
9	 www.ehden.org
10	 www.1ttf.org.lb
11	 www.dai1ystar.com.lb
12	 www.1dm.org.lb
1 3	 www. home. istar.caIc1hrf
14	 www.xs4a11.n1/poolan
15	 www.1ubnan.com/beirut/index 1 .htm
16	 www.Iapsnet.com
17	 www.foliage-sys.coni/ales
18	 www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm
19	 www.1rc.org
20	 www.flbb.com

Table 3.3 Root Set for the Lebanese Media Query

This root set includes only two relevant pages, which are www.beiruttimes.com

and www.dailystar.com.lb . After adding the needed inlinks and outlinks, the

cardinality of the base set becomes 189. Running the HITS algorithm on this set has

produced the following authorities:
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www.annahar.com. lb
www. dailjstar. corn. lb
www. beiruttimes.com
www.aub.edu.lb
w. assahr. corn
www.1au.edu .1b
wvw. balamand. edu . lb
wvvv. lorient-le jour. corn. lb
www.1bcsat.com .1b

ww. ndu. edu . lb
www.bau.edu .Ib
www.mty.com.1b
www.bhsosa.org .1b
www.synapse.net/-emblebanon
wwv.usj.edu.lb
vwv. future. corn. lb
www.Ioliage-sys. corn/ales
41
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Fig. 3.2 Authorities for the Lebanese Media Query

The top hubs are as follows

Page	 Hub weic
'.w'v. embofleb. ore/lebanon. hIm	 0.68
www.rioriuntv.o:.ac.uk/clsjlinkshtri-u 	 0.2403
wwv,'.reenic.ute:-:as.eduJrnenjc/couritrje/lebancinhtrri l	 0.2098
wvwiuture.com . lb/hnkrne 0.1969
www.aud.edu/rnilad/paQe8.htrnl 	 0.1936
,'ww.alrnashriq.hiof.no/lebanori/000/005!leb .dornajn.html 	 0.177

0.1 768
wwv.lebaricunlinks. corn	 0.1721
v'ww.mountIebanori.org/liriks.htrnl 	 0.1663
w'/%w.alrnashriq.hiof.no/base,educatiorl.htrnl 	 0.1633

'w.al-bab.com/arab/countries/lebanon.htrn 	 0.1516
www.pol. ed.ac. uklnirisider/liriksilinksL.htrnl 	 0.1504
wv.arnnorg/jourrnag	 0.1454

ww.tokten.corn/rnech.hIrn	 0.1365
www.alrnashriq.hiol.no/base/media.htrnl 	 0.1343
www.laa.org/directory.htm 	 0.1239
www2.ios. com/-khal33/PAPERS.HTM	 0.1167

Fig. 3.3 Hubs for the Lebanese Media Query
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The first thing to notice is that the top three authorities are clearly relevant for

the query. To compare this result with the original result taken from Altavista, 12

clear authorities are resident in the top 25 (Pages ranked 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 15,

16,17,19,20,22) instead of just 2 relevant pages in the Top 25. Therefore, a clear

improvement is done. Educational pages rank among the authorities; this is an

instance of the generalization problem in the HITS algorithm, which can be a good

field of research. The query term didn't find "wired enough communities" for it to

bring clear authorities.
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Concerning the second query about "Kahlil Gibran", contrary to the previous

query, Altavista gave very good results because "Kahlil Gibran" is not probably a

broad topic. However, 25,541 pages were returned by Altavista, and here are the top

20 in the order they appeared in, at the time we ran our test in April 2001.

1
	

www.impact.civi1.co1umbia.edu!--fawazJgibran.html
2
	

www.ee.pdx.eduI-pamela1koganIgibran.htm1
www.quoteland.com/quotes/author/1 88.html

4
	

www.marsupial.comlbabyroo/prophetlgibran.html
5
	

www.kafel.com/poetry/gibran/gibran.html
6
	

www.olmv.com/gibran.htm
7
	

www.antonia.webhost.cl/ekaftanIgibran1gibran.htm1
8
	

www.nothingistic.org/library/gibranlmadman
9
	

www.bsos.umd.edulcidcmlgibranlframe.htm
10
	

\vww-personal.umich.edu/—jrcole/gibran/gibran I .htrn
11
	

www.quoteland.com/q1db/author/79
12
	

www.bohra.net/archive/gibranlindex.htm!
13
	 www.geocities.com/NapaVal1ey/97O5...an/clbranl.html

14
	

www.angelfire.com/calSiliconGardenlgibran.html
15	 ww-\v.perso.club-internet.fr/mormik/pOOO-alhI  O. htrn
16
	

www.members.tripod.com/-stormyday/gibran.htm1
17	 www.3 w-buecher.de/GjbranKahljl.htm
18
	

www.artifex.org/-beloy
19
	

\vww.students.cs.miami.edu/—nosaj'/gibr . . .rophet_ch3 .html
20
	

www.amazon.cg/exec/obidos/tg/brow.. .  fbbrdp 1 If
Table 3.4 Root Set for the KahIll Gibran Query

The link structure corresponding to this query is not coherent. The base set

includes 109 pages, but there are only 117 links between these pages, making this set

almost structureless. For this reason, there is a huge gap in the authority weights

between the first authority and the list of other authorities as shown in the following

figure:
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wvnmpact.civil.columbia.edutiawaz/gibran.html 	 0.012	 0.9783
ww&ocala.cs.miami.edu/Thosaj 	 0	 0.1432
w ^%-k.v-personal.umich.edu/ —ifcole/g ibian/gibranl.htm	 0	 0.0853
ww.expert.cc.purdue. edu/mynderse/GlBRANIeatthgods.. . 0	 0.052
wwwexpertccpurdueedu/mynderse/G IBRAN/trontier.html 0 	 0.052
www.expert.cc.purdue.edu/ —m_vnderse/GIBRAN/rebellious.... 0 	 0.052

wv.al-bab.com/arab/literature/gibran.htm 	 0.1373	 0.048
www.leb.net/ —mira/kgmain.htmi 	 0	 0.0475
www.angelfire.com/sd/tetons 	 0	 0.0242
vw.design. alphabet-soup. net/background2 . html	 0	 0.0242
www.ocala.cs.miami.edu/ —nosai/sand_and_foam. html 	 0	 0.0225
ww.pangea.org/personasenaccion/cultura.html 	 0.1401	 0.0208
vww.gn.apc.oig1peopleinactionJculture.html 	 0.1469	 0.0197

www.antonia.webhost.cl/ —ekaftan/gibran/gibran.html	 0	 0.0028
ww&hometown.aol.com/mrjames5Imyhomepage/profile.html  0.0004	 0.0001
wwv-acc.scu.edu/1lsheridan 	 0.1373	 0
www-personal.umic I h.edu/ —, ircole/gibran/ . ga]5.htm 	 0.012	 0

Li
Fig. 3.4 Authorities for the Kahlil Gibran Query

The overlap between these results and those in Altavista is just 4 pages. Most

pages given by Altavista are relevant, and it is difficult to see which pages are more

relevant: those from HITS or those from Altavista. So one can say that if there is an

improvement done by HITS it is not as evident as that in the "Lebanese Media" query.

This may be due to the narrowness of the query. However, HITS did not specialize in

this case as it does generally with specific queries, meaning that it didn't create a

community concerning a higher class than the original query like Arabic or English

literature for instance. One would ask whether HITS would specialize if the root set

consisted of 100 or 200 pages.

3.5 Hubs: the Unrecognized Contributors

Noticeably, as John Kleinberg states, it is the hub pages that pull together the

authorities on a certain topic. From the experiments described above, the presence of

one good hub in the root set was enough to help HITS succeed in providing the best

authorities. For example, the presence of www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm in the root

set of the "Lebanese Media" query played a major role in pulling together the best

Lebanese media sites together. This kind of pages is usually unrecognized, meaning

that few pages link to it, and how else can this be? When other pages start linking to a

hub page, sooner or later, it may become an authority on a certain topic, while it only

contains links to authoritative sites.
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www.manchester.edufUsers/StudentlAMFranlclfampoe
ts.html
www.umassd.edu!specialprograms/mideastaffairs/SCH
OLARS.HTM
www.karenika.com/booklprophet.html
www.motivationalquotes.comlPeople/gibran.shtml
www.gn.apc.org/peopleinactionlculture.html
www-persona1.umich.eduIjrcole/gibranIhot1inks.htm
www.pangea.org/personasenaccionIcu1tura.html
www-acc.scu.edu/—jlsheridan
www-scf.usc.eduI---stroube
www.al-bab.com/arab/literature/gibran.htm
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0
1
	

4
0
	

0
0
	

0
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3.6 Characteristics of Authoritative Pages

Contrary to hub pages, authoritative pages on a given topic rarely link to other

pages in the base set. More evidently, authoritative sources do not seem to link to each

other. The next table shows that most of the authorities for the "Lebanese Media"

query have no links to other pages except for the intrinsic links within their sites.

1	 www.annahar.com.lb 	 0
4	 www.aub.edu.lb	 0
5	 www.assafir.com	 0
Table 3.7 Outlinks Count for Some Authorities of the Lebanese Media Query

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter explained the implementation of HITS using databases and showed

the improvement that can be done over Altavista by running the program on two

different queries. In the next chapter, we study the relation between HITS and the

eigenvectors of some related matrices.
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CHAPTER IV

HITS and the Eigenvectors of Some Related Matrices

This chapter relates the results delivered by HITS to the eigenvectors of some

matrices, which will be described in detail. In order to have a better understanding of

this relationship, a brief review of eigenvectors and eigenvalues is in order.

4.1 Basic Concepts

This section reviews some of the concepts that will be useful in understanding the

relationship between the hub/authority weights in the HITS algorithm and the

eigenvectors of some matrices. Most definitions were taken from [10,11].

We begin by explaining the notions of vector spaces and subspaces. A (real)

vector space is a set V of objects called vectors, together with a rule for adding any

two vectors to produce a vector v + w in V and a rule for multiplying any vector v in V

by any scalar r in R to produce a vector rV in V. A nonempty subset W of a vector

space V is a subspace of V if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:

First, if v and ware in W, then v + w is in W. Second, if r is any scalar in Rand v is in

W, then rvis in

V being a vector space, a set of vectors {aj, a2 ..., a} in V is a basis for V if the

following two conditions are satisfied: First, this set of vectors must generate V;

meaning that any vector v in V can be represented as r1aj +r2a2 + .....+ ra,7, where r

are scalars in R. Second, this set of vectors should be linearly independent. A special

kind of bases is orthonormal bases: a basis {aj,a2 ... a} for V is orthonormal if the dot

product of any two distinct vectors in this set is zero, i.e. , a.a = 0 for i ^j, and if the

dot product of any vector with itself is one, i.e., a i.ai = 1 for 1 < I < n. Finding

orthonormal bases, requires passing through the Gram-Scmidt process [10].

Now we turn to the concepts of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A scalar 2, is an

eigenvalue of an n x n (square) matrix A, if there is a nonzero column vector in R"

such that Av = 2v. The vector v is then an eigenvector of A corresponding to X. The

set E. consisting of the zero vector together with all eigenvectors of A for an
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eigenvalue X is called an eigenspace for ?. The dimension of E, which is the number

of elements in any basis for E, will be referred to as the multiplicity of ?.. An n x n

matrix has at most ii distinct eigenvalues, and the sum of their multiplicities is exactly

n. Now suppose that one eigenvalue ? of a square matrix A has greater magnitude

than all the others; that is IA 1 f > XI for i>l. In this case, X is called the dominant

eigenvalue of A. If for each distinct eigenvalue, we choose an orthonormal basis of its

eigenspace, then by considering the vectors in all these bases, we obtain a set of

eigenvectors v i, v2,... v,. Those vectors are indexed in such a way that v, belongs to

the eigenspace of k i . vi is referred to as the principal eigenvector of A, while all the

others are the non-principal eigenvectors. Referring to the ith non-principal

eigenvector means the one that corresponds for the eigenvalue with the it" largest

magnitude after the dominant eigenvalue.

We conclude with a final remark about the transpose of a matrix. The matrix B is

the transpose of the matrix A, written B = AT, if each entry in B is the same as the

entry aji in A, and conversely. If A is a square matrix, and if A = A, then the matrix A

is called symmetric. One special characteristic about matrix transpose operations is

that (A )T A and (AB) T = BEAT. Therefore. AA  is a symmetric matrix because
(AA) T =(A1) TAT = AV. The same applies for ATA.

4.2 HITS and the Eigenvectors of Some Related Matrices

It has been mentioned previously that HITS can be based on the adjacency

matrix A constructed from the portion of the web graph corresponding to the base set

of any given query. It can be easily verified that the updates of authority and hub

vectors can be written as a := AT/i and h : Aa, respectively. Suppose ak and hk are

the authority and hub vectors after k iterations. Then al, is a unit vector in the direction

of (ATA) k-I ATz, and hk is the unit vector in the direction of (AA T)kz [1].

It is known in the literature that if M is an n x n symmetric matrix, and v a vector not

orthogonal to the principal eigenvector of M, then the unit vector in the direction of

Mkv converges to the principal eigenvector as k increases without bound. Moreover, if
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M has only non-negative entries, then the principal eigenvector of M has only non-

negative entries.

Consequently, since AA  is a symmetric matrix and z is not orthogonal to the

principal eigenvector of AAT[1], then as k increases with no bounds, the hub vector

which directs to (AAT)kz converges to the principal eigenvector of AA T. We can

similarly prove that the authority vector a converges to the non-principal eigenvector

of ATA. Noticeably, since A contains only 0 or 1 values, both AA  and A T A contain

non-negative integers, and therefore their principal eigenvectors have only non-

negative entries.

4.3 Comparing the Authority and Hub Weights to the Principal Eigenvectors of
AA  and A'A

To test the claims made in the previous section, we ran experiments related to

both queries: Lebanese media and Kahlil Gibran. The adjacency matrix A was

constructed from the HITS database in a very simple program. If there are n pages in

Pages Table, then A would be an n x n array of boolean. The choice of boolean is to

minimize the use of space. All entries in A are initially set to false. Then, the program

scans the Links table, and for every record it finds it sets the corresponding entry in A

to true. For example, if the current record being scanned in the Links table is the

following:

Source Destination

2	 4

then A24 would be set to true.

After constructing the matrix, it is transferred into a text file where the "false"

values are replaced by zeros and the "true" values by 1. The tests on AA  and A T A

were done in Matlab, and by comparing the authority/hub weights reached in the

program described in the previous chapter with the principal eigenvectors of A T A and

AAT, we found the same results. It is important to notice that no matter what are the

initial hub and authority vectors, they would after all converge to the principal

eigenvectors of AA  and ATA.
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4.4 Conclusion

This chapter related the results reached by HITS to the principal eigenvectors of

some related matrices. The next chapter will cover different experimentation results

on the HITS algorithm.
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CHAPTER V

Experimenting with HITS Parameters

This chapter presents different experiments concerning the application of the

HITS algorithm. We show how the size of the root set, the number of iterations k, and

Epsilon (the target difference between the hub/authority weights of two back to back

iterations in the HITS algorithm) play a major part in the results. Modifying these

three factors, as will be seen, dramatically changes the set of top hubs and authorities.

5.1 Changing the Root Set

We start our experiments by choosing a root set consisting of the first five pages

returned by Altavista for the "Lebanese Media" query, and we gradually add more

pages in order to construct three more root sets of 10, 15, and 20 pages respectively.

The size of the root set R, as shown in the next table, clearly affects the size of the

base set T.

5	 50
10	 91
15	 125
20	 189

Table 5.1 Size of the Base Set T for
the Lebanese Media Query

More importantly, the size of the root set plays a major role in returning more

relevant sources. The next table compares the results delivered by HITS for R = 5,

R=15, and R = 20. The results for R = 10 are not shown because they are very similar

to those for R = 5.
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I	 www.lebanonlinks.com
2	 www.libanis.com
3	 www.Ieb.org
4	 www.middleeastnews.com
5	 www.cyberarab.com/lebanon
6	 www.arab.net/links/ln/weIco

me.html
7	 http://64.33.100.75/

8
	 www.ad.linkexchange.com/

Xl 0180 1/gotoad.map

www.dailystar.com.lb
www.beiruttimes.com
www.lebanonlinks.com
www.leb.org
www.libanjs.com
www.cyberarab.com/Ieban
on
www.lubnan.com/bejrut/jn
dexl.htm
www.lau.edu.lb

www.annahar.com.lb
www.dailystar.com.lb
www.beiruttimes.com
www.aub.edu.lb
www.assafir.com
www.lau.edu .ib

www.balamand.edu.lb

www.lorientlejour.com.lb

9
	 www.arabj i.com	 www.ehden.org 	 www.lbcsat.com.lb

10 www.arabwideweb.com	 www.lebanon-	 www.ndu.edu.lb
tourism.gov.lb

Table 5.2 Authorities for the Lebanese Media Query for Different Root Sets

The above table clearly shows that the larger the root set is chosen to be, the

better the results reached. Viewing the first 200 pages from Altavista showed the

presence of many hub pages linking to Lebanese media sites. However, many of these

pages were not included in any of the root sets used above because their rankings

were outside the top 20. Had we been selective in the choice of the pages in the root

set, we would have even ensured better results.

5.2 Changing the Size of the Base Set

In the previous experiments, The base set consisted of the root set from Altavista,

added to it the pages that are linked to it. In this section, the base set is expanded in a

way to include all pages that are two links away from the root set, meaning that all

inlinks and outlinks of the old base set are added. Starting from a root set of 20 pages,

the base set consisted of more than 800 pages. The next table shows the top

authorities:

I
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

www.annahar.com.lb
www.beiruttimes.com
www.dailystar.com.lb
www.assafir.com
www.cib.gov.lb
www.lau.edu.lb
www.balamand.edu .Ib
www.lorient4ejour.com.lb
www.lbcsat.com . lb

0.3055
0.222
0.2202
0.204
0.1699
0.1585
0.1567
0.1507
0.1507
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10	 www.lebanon.com
11	 www.csb.gov.lb
12	 www.cas.gov.lb
13	 www.bhsosa.org.lb
14	 www.Iebanon-tourism.gov.lb
15	 www.ndu.edu.lb
16	 www.mtv.com.lb
17	 www.foliage-sys.com/ales

18	 www.1ebanon1inks.com
19	 www.coa.gov.lb
20	 www.a1anwar.com.lb

0.1494
0.1478
0.1428
0. 1413
0.1279
0.1256
0.1248
0. 123 1
4' I'J.lLi
0.1225
0.1193

Fable 5.3 Authorities for the Lebanese Media Query When T = 800

The results of this experiment added a lot of computational cost due to the

increase in the size of the base set, and were just slightly better than the previous

results.

5.3 Changing the Number of Iterations in the HITS Algorithm

Starting with a root set of twenty pages, the convergence of the major authorities

for the Lebanese Media query is attained after running four iterations of the HITS

algorithm. The next table shows the changes in the rankings of the major authorities

when the value of k increases. Most of these authorities are grouped in the top 25

when k = 4. In other words, running the HITS algorithm until the convergence of the

hub and authority vectors succeeds in filtering the most authoritative sources. The

following table explains.

www.dailystar.com.lb 	 1	 2	 2
www.annahar.com.lb 	 2	 1	 1
www.beiruttimes.com	 3	 3	 3
www.assafir.com	 4	 4	 5
www.lorient-lejour.com.lb 	 10	 5	 8
www.1bcsat.com.lb	 12	 9	 9
www.al-ayyam.com	 26	 25	 24
www.future.com.lb	 33	 17	 16
www.mtv.com.lb	 35	 14	 12
www.tele-liban.com	 40	 23	 21
www.alanwar.com	 42	 32	 31
www.middleeastnews.com	 51	 38	 38
www.alhewar.com	 71	 47	 45
Table 5.4 Rankings of the Major Authorities for the Lebanese Media Query when K increases
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Many factors, like the size of the root set and the value of epsilon, affect the

number of iterations in the HITS algorithm. In the following chart, we present the

effects of these factors on the value of k. The x-axis represents epsilon. The y-axis

represents the number of iterations k.

R=20

..R= 15

....._R = 10

-E--- R=5

Fig. 5.1 K Versus Epsilon for the Lebanese Media Query

We see that the number of iterations is not necessarily proportional to the size of

the base set. 189 pages needed 12 iterations to converge for R = 20 while 125 pages

needed 32 iterations to converge for R = 15 when Epsilon is lO. This reflects that the

less dense is the link structure the more iterations are needed for convergence [3], i.e.,

it is not only the size of the base set that affects the number of iterations, but also it is

how much the link structure is wired for a certain query.

The next chart shows the relation between the number of iterations and the size

of the root set as we change the value of Epsilon. The x-axis represents the size of the

root set R. The y-axis represents the number of iterations k.

..E=0.001

......E=0.0001

= 0.00001

Fig. 5.2 R Versus K for the Lebanese Media Query
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It is clear that the main authorities and hubs converge more quickly when R=20

whatever is the value of Epsilon. This is due to the presence of a major hub page,

which helped pulling together most of the authorities, and consequently formed a

much more wired base set.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter described various experiments on the parameters of the HITS

algorithm and showed that the size of the root set can be a major factor in the success

of HITS. The next chapter defines what is meant by cyber communities and shows

how HITS can be useful in identifying such communities. We also compare these

emerging communities with those that exist in the real world.
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CHAPTER VI

HITS and Emerging Communities in Cyberspace

This chapter deals with cyber-communities. We show experiments that attempt

to identify communities related to the two queries about Lebanese media and Kahlil

Gibran, and check whether those communities reflect their occurrence in the real

world.

6.1 Principal and Non-Principal Communities

The use of the term community does not mean that these structures have been

constructed in a planned fashion [3], but they may be a consequence of the way in

which page creators on the web link to each other. A community can be either explicit

(gathered by human ontological effort) or implicit (emerging due to the link structure,

even without individual users knowing about it) [2].

The analysis of the link topology has developed a notion of hyperlinked

communities, which can be viewed as containing a core of central authorities pulled

together by hub pages. In other words, a community emerges in the web graph when

many hub pages link to many of the same authority pages [2,3].

The set of densely linked hubs and authorities returned by the HITS algorithm

for a given query is considered to be a principal community for that query. It was

shown that this community relates to the principal eigenvectors of AA  and ATA. For

this reason, it is called the principal community. Other less dense communities are

discovered through the non-principal eigenvectors of the mentioned matrices, but the

algorithm to find such collections of hubs and authorities is very complicated [1].

As described in [3], a community is constructed by taking the top ten authorities

and top ten hubs for a specific query. Since we are dealing with a root set much

smaller than that in the cited paper, the principal community will be considered as the

combination of the top five authorities with the top five hubs. As for the non-principal

communities, we combine the highest components of the non-principal eigenvectors

of AA T and ATA. Combinations of the smallest negative components of those vectors
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are also considered as non-principal communities. Section 6.4 explores whether such

communities are logical or not.

6.2 Enumerating Communities for "Lebanese Media" and "Kahlil Gibran"

Queries

This section analyses the formation of principal and non-principal communities

in function to HITS parameters.

6.2.1 Principal Community

For the "Lebanese Media" query, the principal community consists of the

following pages:

www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm	 www.annahar.com.lb
www.nonuniv.ox.ac.uklcls/links.htm	 www.dailystar.com.lb
www.reenic.utexas.edu/menic/couiitries/lebanon.html  www.beiruttimes.com
www.future.com.lb/Iinkme	 www.aub.edu.lb
www.aud.edu/milad/page8.html 	 www.assafir.com

Table 6.1 Principal Community for the Lebanese Media Query

This community is centered on the "Lebanese Media" topic, but if we increase

the size of the community to 20 or 40 pages, we will see that educational and

organizational pages about Lebanon will be added.

6.2.2 Non Principal Communities

The formation of non-principal communities was studied under different sizes of

the root set. Here are some of those communities that made sense:

www.dailystar.com.lb	 www.future.com.lb/linkme
www.armahar.com.lb	 www.almashriq.hiof.no/lebanonl000/005/leb -

domain.html
www.beiruttimes.com	 www.almashriq.hiof.no/base/education.html
www.assafir.com	 www.tokten.com/mech.htm
www.Iorient-lejour.com.lb www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm
Table 6.2 Is! Non-Principal Community for Negative Values Under R20 (Lebanese Media Query)
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This community has grouped together written media representatives together

rather than a mixture of written, spoken, or viewed media. Other interesting

communities concerned higher education in Lebanon. The following table shows that.

www.lau.edu.lb	 www.pol.ed.ac.uklninsider/links/linksL .html
www.balamand.edu.lb www.netgate.com.lb/scripts/BigBang/categori.idc?categori=Medja
www.usj.edu.lb	 www2.ios.coml—khal33/PAPERS.HTM
www.ndu.edu.Ib	 www.amin.org/jourmag
www.bau.edu.lb	 www.almashriq.hiof.no/base/media.html

Table 6.3 1 St Non-Principal Community for Positive Values Under R = 20 (Lebanese Media Query)

This community consists of major universities in Lebanon. The same type of

community occurred for the 2 nd non-principal eigenvectors and for the 4tht non

principal eigenvectors for negative values. However, if we expand the community to

20 pages rather than 10, and despite the addition of some other educational pages, the

coherence of this community may be slightly lost, due to the addition of pages dealing

with other different topics.

Other communities. which recurred under the different root sets included global

pages about Lebanon. The next table shows the community for the 1st non-principal

eigenvectors under R = 15.

www.libanis.com
www.lebanonlinks.com
www.leb.org
www.middleeastnews.com
www.webring.org/cgi-
bin/webring?ring=toki;list

Table 6.4 JSt

www.pol.ed.ac.uk/ninsider/links/linksL.html
www2.ios.com/—khal")')/PAPERS. HTM
www.nonuniv.ox.ac.uk/cls/links.htm
www.almashriq.hiofno/base/media.html
www.amin.org/jourmag

Non-Principal Community for R =15 (Lebanese Media Query)

Another interesting community is the grouping of foreign sites in the 4th non

principal eigenvectors for negative values under R=5 as follows:

Top Authorities	 Top11fflo
www.arabamericanguide.com/love.html 	 www.netgate.com.lb/scripts/BigBang/categorl.id

c?categori=Media
www.kansas.valueclick.com/redireci2hos www.kidon.comlmedia-link/arabic.shtml
thO 1 03644&amp;bind.. . ge&amp;v0
www.webmastersassociation.com 	 www.yahoo.comJReional/U S States/Califor
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www.arabamericanguide.com/domianna
mes.html
www.arabamericanguide.com/websitema
rketing.htrni	 ...

th

nia/Metropolitan Area/Los Angeles Metro/Ne
ws_and_Media/Newspapers/
www.library.upenn.edu/resources/ej/alpha/xej -
alpha-all.html
www.almashriq.hiof.no/base/media.html

LNOII-rLiiicipal LoiIIIi1uI1Ii.y IOU r'iegauve vatues unuer K J kLeoanese Meala Query)

Had the size of the root set been larger, more interesting communities would

have been reached. As mentioned before, the root set of 200 pages included major hub

pages dedicated to Lebanese televisions, or Lebanese radio stations. However, none of

these pages were selected in the root set because their rankings were outside the top

20 in Altavista.

The "Kahlil Gibran"query yielded an almost structureless base set. Most non-

principal communities combined pages about the author, and no other interesting

communities were detected under the root set of 20 pages.

It is important to note that all principal and non-principal communities are

subject to changes. The date of the retrieval of the root set as well as the text based

search engine used for that play a major role in the formation of the base set.

Therefore, more specialized algorithnis have been designed to enumerate cyber

communities from the web graph. These are called trawling algorithms and they were

described in chapter II.

6.3 Overlap Between Principal and Non-Principal Communities

Studying the overlap between principal and non-principal communities may be

useful in the comparison between the formation of communities on the web and their

presence in the real world. In this section, a community is considered as the

combination of the top 10 hubs and top 10 authorities in order to grasp the

significance of this overlap.



6.3.1 Working with Different Root Sets

The following graph shows, for the "Lebanese Media" query, the overlap

between the principal community and the first 10 non-principal communities for both

negative and positive values. The x-axis represents the non-principal communities

starting with the 10th non-principal community for negative values and ending with

the 10th non-principal community for positive values. The zero on the x-axis

represents the principal community. The y-axis shows the overlap with the principal

community.

rig. o.i IJvertappIng rages t5etween rrincipai anu
Non-Principal Communities Corresponding to R =20

As we can see the peak intersection is 11 out of 20 pages when we are

working with the fourth non-principal eigenvector for negative values. This overlap

grows to 13 in the non-principal eigenvector when R =5 as can be seen in the next

chart.
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Fig. 6.2 Overlapping Pages Between Principal and Non-Principal
Communities Corresponding to Different Base Sets
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6.3.2 Changing the Number of Iterations of the HITS Algorithm

Next, we show how for different number of iterations in the HITS algorithm, the

changes in the principal community modify the overlap with the other non-principal

communities. Since the convergence of the major authorities and hubs occurred after

4 iterations in the "Lebanese Media" query, the overlap will be computed for the

number of iterations between 1 and 4.

The next graphs show the number of intersecting pages as the root set grows

and the number of iterations changes. The x-axis represents the size of the root set.

The y-axis presents the overlap of a non-principal community with the principal

community.

_•-_ K=1

_-_ K =2
K=3

_-_ K =4

Fig. 6.3 Overlapping Pages Between the Principal and
jSt Non-Principal Communities

K= 1:

K = 2

-o._ K = 3

_---- K=4

Fig. 6.4 Overlap Between the Principal and 2'' Non-Principal Communities

The previous graphs show that for the "Lebanese Media" query, almost the same

overlap between the principal and non-principal communities is reached regardless of

the number of iterations. The small root set that HITS had to work with probably
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causes this. Moreover, there is an obvious overlap between the different communities

reaching more than 60% in some cases. This proves that most of the communities

based on the non-principal eigenvectors are combinations of different categories and

are not as coherent as one would like. The next section explains.

6.4 Web Communities Versus Real World Communities

The difficulty of a comparison between the communities that form on the web

and those that exist in the real world lies in the definition of a community. Studying

the web communities described earlier and comparing them to those existing in the

real world is an interesting task to do. For simplicity, we just check whether the pages

forming a community fall under a specific category or topic.

For the "Kahlil Gibran" query, most of the communities, whether principal or

not, correspond to groups of Gibran books, global pages about the author, English or

Arabic literature pages, quotation pages, and painting pages. All these pages,

regardless of the size of the community. have a common topic, which is art, and can

be considered as logically linked together. As for the "Lebanese Media" query, the

size of the community makes a real difference. If the size of a community is set to be

10, hubs and authorities (and the largest values of some of the non-principal

eigenvectors of AA  and A T A) can be grouped in a reasonable way. For example, the

principal community included the best media authorities, and some non-principal

communities grouped journals together, educational pages, or even foreign pages

together. However, if the size of a community is expanded to 20, the most crucial

community, i.e. the principal community, gets penetrated by educational pages like

top Lebanese universities and global pages about Lebanon. The question to ask is

whether it is logical to have a community linking two different organizations like

media and higher education in Lebanon. Media by itself should be logically divided

into three different communities: journals and magazines, radio stations, and TV

stations. However, none of this was evident in the principal or non-principal

communities of size 20. The reason behind that is that most of the hub pages linked to

different communities (media, education, tourism, etc...), and the overlapping

community included many different categories.
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6.5 Conclusion

This chapter showed how HITS can be used to detect emerging communities in

cyberspace. The concepts of principal and non-principal communities were explained

and several sample communities were displayed. The next chapter shifts back to the

search algorithms on the web and relates the HITS algorithm to another search

method of our own.
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CHAPTER VII

Comparing HITS to Our Own Heuristics

This chapter introduces our own heuristic for searching the web for relevant

sources corresponding to a user query. We also compare its results to those provided

by HITS.

7.1 A New Heuristic

This heuristic uses the base set of the HITS algorithm, and for every page in this

set it simply counts the number of neighboring pages. A neighbor to a page is either

an inlink to it or an outlink from it; however, the direction of the links will not be

considered in this heuristic.

The pages are then sorted in decreasing order corresponding to the number of

their neighbors. For example, the page having the largest number of neighbors will be

ranked first, and so on. The algorithm using this heuristic will be referred to as the

NeighborRank algorithm.

7.2 The NeighborRank Algorithm

To run this algorithm, another table in the HITS database is created. This table

has a slight modification to the Links table in such a way that the direction of the links

make no difference.

Page _A	 Integer	 Primary
Page_B	 Integer	 Primary

Table 7.1 Undirected—Graph Table

If, for example, Page x is linked to Page y and Page y is linked to Page x, only one

record is created. The number of such circular links, which can be considered as rings

of size 2, is very small, and consequently the number of records in the

Undirected Graph table is slightly less than those in the Links table. For example, the
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Links table has 419 records for the "Lebanese media" query, out of which 413 are

included in the Undirected Graph table. This means that there are 6 rings of size two

for this query.

Going back to the NeighborRank algorithm, for every page in the Pages Table,

the following query is used to find the number of its neighbors. For example, if we are

computing the number of neighbors of Page x, the query would be:

SELECT COUNT(PAGE A) FROM UNDIRECTED GRAPH WHERE (PAGE_A

=X) OR (PAGE-13 = X)

After running this query on all pages, the results will be sorted in decreasing

order corresponding to the number of their neighbors.

7.3 HITS Versus the NeighborRank Algorithm

The NeighborRank algorithm clearly differs from HITS in that it doesn't

consider the importance of the neighbors; it only takes their count into consideration.

The results show that the top ranked pages are a mixture of hubs and authorities with

considerable overlap with the principal communities from HITS. The next table

shows the overlap between the results of HITS and those of the NeighborRank

algorithm with respect to various sizes of the root set.

5	 80%
10	 50%
15	 70%
20	 70%

Table 7.2 Overlap Between the Results of HITS
and the NeighborRank Algorithm

The top ranked pages for the NeighborRank algorithm when R = 20 are shown in the

following table:
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www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm 	 57

www.beiruttimes.com	 30
www.dailystar.com.lb
	

26
www.annahar.com.lb
	

18
www.lebanonlinks.com	 15
www.ehden.org	 14
www.future.com.lb/Iinkme	 14
www.lebanon-tourism.gov.lb

	
14

www.nonuniv.ox.ac.uklcls/links.htm	 Ii

www.almashriq.hiof.no/lebanonl000/005/leb.-domain.html
	

12
www.lapsnet.com	 12
www.reenic.utexas.edu/menjc/countrjes/lthanon.html

	
12

www.almashriq.hiof.no/base/education.html
	

11
www.assafir.com	 ii
www.aub.edu.lb
	

11
www.directory.google.com/Top/Regional/Middle—East/Lebanon	 11
www.dmoz.org/Regional/Middle  East/Lebanon	 11
www.mountlebanon.org/links.html

	
11

www.tokten.comlmech.htm	 11
www.aud.edu/milad/page8.html

	
10

Table 7.3 Results of the NeighborRank Algorithm for R = 20

This set has a 70% overlap with the principal community of HITS, and the page

that made the difference in making HITS successful is ranked

www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm, the first hub page under HITS, and without which

HITS would have failed for the "Lebanese Media" query had 57 neighbors out of the

remaining 188 pages in the base set. The authorities ranked from 6" to 10t"

HITS were not included in the previous set, but all of them made part of the top 40 as

follows:

20	 www.lau.edu.lb	 9
29	 www.balamand.edu.lb	 8

www.lorient-lejour.com.lb 8
33	 www.lbcsat.com.lb	 7
37	 www.ndu.edu.lb	 6

Table 7.4 Results of the NeighborRank Algorithm
for Other Pages When R = 20

Similar results were obtained for the "Kahuil Gibran" query ranking 18 out of 20

pages from the principal community of HITS in the top 30. One could wonder

whether the results would have changed for more wired communities or for larger

base sets.

1
2

4
5
6

9
10

1)
1.)

20
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This kind of algorithm concerning both queries filters the majority of hub pages,

and most of the authority pages. The results attained from HITS were better especially

from the rankings point of view. Concerning time complexity, this algorithm is

definitely faster. One could ask the question: which is better, to provide slower

response time with better results, or faster response time, with average results? As a

matter of fact, Google, which is considered the best search engine today [9], has a

very good response time and it is based on the HITS algorithm, so this time

complexity caused by HITS is worth it.

Moreover, ranking pages based on the number of neighboring pages not only

treats all neighbors the same, but also ignores the presence of hubs/authorities

communities. Basically most users would like a search engine to return authorities

rather than hubs and this algorithm doesn't do it. However, using the direction of the

links may make a difference: pages can be sorted with respect to the number of their

inlinks and outlinks; this way we would be able to differentiate between hub and

authority pages. This would be similar to running the first iteration from HITS where

all pages are initialized with the same weights. The results of such a heuristic are

shown in tables 7.5 and 7.6. The algorithm that uses this heuristic, will be referred to

as the Directed NeighborRank Algorithm.

1	 www.dailystar.com.lb	 26	 19
	

8
2	 www.annahar.com.lb	 18	 18

	
0

3	 www.beiruttimes.com	 30	 17
	

15
4	 www.lebanon-tourism.gov.lb	 14	 12

	
2

5	 www.assafir.com	 11	 11
	

0
www.aub.edu.lb	 11	 11

	
0

7	 www.lau.edu.lb	 10	 10
	

0
www.Ieb.org	 10	 10

9	 www.balamand.edu.lb	 8	 8
	

0
www.lorient-!ejour.com.lb	 8	 8

	
0

Table 7.5 Top Authorities for the Directed NeighborRank Algorithm

1	 www.embofleb.org/lebanon.htm	 57
2	 www.beiruttimes.com	 30
3	 www.future.com.lb/linkme	 14
4	 www.nonuniv.ox.ac.uklcls/links.htm	 13
5	 www.almashriq.hiof.no/lebanonl000/005/leb- 	 12

domain.html
6	 www.dmoz.org/Regional/Middle_East/Lebanon 	 11

www.reenic.utexas.edu/menic/ . . . /lebanon.html	 12

4	 53
17	 15
0	 14
0	 13
0	 12

1	 11
1	 11
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6	 www.almashriq.hiof.no/base/education.html 	 11	 0	 11
www.directory.google.com/Top/Regiona1/Middle 	 11	 0	 11

East/Lebanon
www.tokten.com/mech.htm 	 11	 0	 11

I able 1.6 lop Hubs tor the Directed Neighborl{ank Algorithm

This kind of algorithm almost needs the same time complexity as the

NeighborRank algorithm, but it is better in that it differentiates between hubs and

authorities. It shows about 75% overlap with the principal community of HITS for the

"Lebanese Media" query. 8 out of the top 10 HITS authorities made part of the top 10

for this algorithm, and the other 2 were in the top 20 as shown in the table below:

•RankHits Rank
11	 9	 www.lbcsat.com
16	 10	 www.ndu.edu.lb
Table 7.7 Other Authorities for the Directed NeighborRank Algorithm

As for the hub pages, the rankings of the pages that failed making the top 10 are:

11	 5	 www.aud.edu/miladIpage8.html
13	 7	 www.netgate.com.lb/scripts/BigBang/categori.idc?categori=Media
13	 9	 www.mount1ebanon.org/links.html

Table 7.8 Other Hubs for the Directed NeighborRank Algorithm

It is clear that these results are by far better than those reached by NeighborRank

algorithm and were not far from the principal community of HITS, with better

response time.

7.4 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the NeighborRank algorithm. Compared with HITS, it is

much faster, but its results are less relevant. A related algorithm that makes use of the

direction of links was also presented, and though its results were not as good as those

from HITS, they were better than those from the NeighborRank algorithm. The next

chapter will include a combination of link-based analysis and textual contents of

pages in an attempt to find better ways to search the web.
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CHAPTER XIII

Modification of ARC

The experiments done in this chapter attempt to combine the textual content of

pages with the analysis of the link topology. A modified version of ARC (Automatic

Resource Compiler) is applied as well as other methods of combining textual and link

analysis.

8.1 ARC Modified

Recall that ARC is a modification of HITS, in a way that it expands the root set

twice and adds the textual content into the weights of pages [5]. The main idea is that

the text around the href that links to a page p is normally descriptive of the contents of

p. Every link from page p to q is given , a positive numerical weight w(p,q) that

increases with the amount of topic-related text in the neighborhood of the hr ef from p

to q [5]. If a link from p to q exists, then w('p.q) = 1+ n(t,) where n(t) is the number of

matches between the query string and the text within the window around the href in p.

The size of this window was set empirically to 50 Bytes [5]. However, in many cases,

not only the text around an href link from page p to q describes the content of q but

also the whole text of p may be descriptive of q. For this reason, we chose to enlarge

the window in a way to include the whole page. Another modification is that the root

set was expanded once just as a traditional HITS base set.

The following sections present our implementation of ARC with these modifications.

8.2 Implementing a Text Based Search Method

The first problem was to be able to provide effective textual search techniques. It

would have been a good idea to create our own routines, but the presence of

sophisticated text based search engines like Altavista, Infoseek, and Excite was a safer

basis from which to discover textual relevancy of pages. However, this alternative has

its disadvantages because none of the mentioned search engines indexes all of the
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pages in the base sets for the "Kahlil Gibran" or "Lebanese Media" queries. For

instance, very few pages from outside the root sets were indexed by Altavista.

Moreover, there was a clear change in the results given by Altavista between the time

when the root sets were formed and the time when the pages in the base set were

tested for textual relevancy. For these reasons, it is preferable to create our own

textual searching techniques.

The idea is to scan all the pages of the base set for exact matches of the user

query. The query is also divided into sub-queries, and occurrences of each sub-query

are considered. Our method is similar to the location/frequency method. For the

frequency of keywords, we count the number of matches in the text of a page and

divide it by the size of the page. For the location of the keywords, boosts are given to

pages that contain the query in their titles. Keywords written in block, bold or italic

letters, and those that appear in the first paragraphs are also treated with more

importance. The next table shows how, for each match, weights are being computed.

Note that all these points were chosen ad hoc and were not experimented with.

Keywords appearing in titles 	 10
Keywords appearing between <Hi> and </H1> tags 	 6
Keywords appearing between <H2> and </H2> tags	 4
Keywords written in bold or appearing within <H3> tags	 3
Keywords written in Italic, underlined, or <H4> fonts	 2
Keywords appearing in the first lines of paragraphs	 2
Keywords appearing in other fonts 	 1

Table 8.1 Evaluating pages with respect to the location and font of keywords

Each time points are being added to the relevancy weight of a page, they are also

divided by the line number in which they appear. The reason behind that is that most

relevant pages mention the keywords right from the start, so the farthest the keywords

appear, the less points they are given. Moreover, occurrences of the whole query in

the text of a page are considered more relevant than occurrences of the sub-queries.

Evaluating the relevancy of a page includes the following steps: Each page is

assigned a relevancy weight initialized to zero. Then, for each occurrence of the query

in the text, points are added depending on its location and font. Finally, after scanning
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the whole page, the number of points reached in the previous step is multiplied by the

number of occurrences of the keywords and divided by the size of the page.

Here are the most relevant pages for the "Kahlil Gibran" query after running the

previous search method on the base set:

Table 8.2 Textually Relevant Pages for the "Kahlil Gibran" Query

8.3 Implementation of ARC

Implementing ARC meant that few changes had to be done to the HITS database

described earlier. An extra field, called Page_Relevancy, was added to Pages Table.

This field contained the relevancy weight calculated by the method described in the

previous section. All relevancy weights were put in a relevancy vector r, which is

normalized from the start. Concerning the adjacency matrix A, its (,j)th entry is 1+

r(i) if a link from page ito page j exists. However, we opted once again not to work

with the adjacency matrix for computational reasons. We used the information

resident in the modified HITS database to update the hub and authority vectors hO

and aO . The following pseudo-code shows how authority weights get updated.

For every page i in the base set do

Set authority weight ofpage ito zero # a( i) = 0

For all pages] pointing to i do

a(i):=a(i) +(J +r(j)) *h (j)

Similarly, updates of hub pages are done as follows:
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For every page i in the base set do

Set hub weight ofpage ito zero 4 h( 1) = 0

For all pages j pointed to by i do

h(i): = h(i) + (1 +r(i)) *a (j)

The update functions are run for 5 iterations just as suggested in ARC.

8.3.1 Interpretation of the Results

The results reached by this modification of ARC were almost similar to those

returned by HITS. For the "Lebanese Media" query, one does not expect that the use

of the textual content of pages would enhance the results. The reason behind that is

that most authorities are not self-descriptive and do not mention the term "Lebanese

Media" in their text. Even for the "Kahlil Gibran" query, for which we expect a set of

self-descriptive pages, no improvement was reached despite the integration of textual

and link-based analysis.

8.4 Other Methods to Improve the Results

We mention that ARC doesn't use the content of a page currently being

evaluated to decide whether it is an important page or not. What if we use the textual

relevancy of a page as computed before and somehow add it to the authority or hub

weight of the same page? Such an idea wouldn't make a difference for the "Lebanese

Media" query, but it may bring improvement for the "Kahlil Gibran" query.

The question is to what extent should we consider the text of the page being

evaluated. The first idea is to consider a page just like any other page in its

neighborhood.

The following pseudo-code explains:

For every page i in the base set do

Set authority weight ofpage ito zero 4 a( i) = 0

For all pages] pointing to i do

k = the number ofpages pointing to I

a(i)	 a(i) + (1 + r(j) +(r(i)/k)) *h (j)
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The previous algorithm computes authority weights. It shows how to use the

content of a page and treat it with the same importance as the content of any page that

points to it.

The same operation may be done through the adjacency matrix A. If a link from

page p to page q exists, then w(p,q) = 1 + r(p) + (r(q) /k), where k is the number

of pages that point to q. The relevancy weights of pages p and q are represented by r(

p) and r(q). Similarly, w(p,q) = 1 + r(p) +2* (r(q) 7k), if we want to give a page

twice as much importance as the pages linking to it. Ultimately, one must try to treat

the content of a page with the same importance as the content of all the pages linking

to it. In this case, w(p,q) = 1 + r(p) + k*( r( q) / k) = 1 + r(p) + r( q). The

following code shows how to update authority weights when considering a page as

important as the whole set of pages that link to it.

For every page i in the base set do

Set authority weight ofpage ito zero 4 a( i) = 0

For all pages j pointing to i do

a(i) =a(i) +(J +r	 +r(i) ) *h(j)

Similar operations can be applied while computing hub weights.

8.4.1 Interpretation of the Results

Applying the previous algorithms on both queries gave similar results to those

given by HITS. Moreover, it was also obvious that the results for the "Lebanese

Media" query were losing relevancy when we increased the importance of a page's

content. This meant that integrating text and link based analysis in the methods

described above didn't reach the wanted results. Another approach had to be taken.

8.5 Introducing a New Method for Combining Text with Link-Based Analysis

The idea was to disregard the content of neighboring pages and focus on the

local content of a page. This was done by using the same adjacency matrix from the

HITS algorithm, and by combining the hub and authority vectors with the relevancy

vector r described before. The updates of hub and authority vectors would be done as
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follows: a := 21r +A Th  and h : 22r + Aa, where 2 and 22 are numbers between 0

and 1. We will see that in some cases, it may be useful to ignore the use of the r

vector by setting 2 or 22 to zero. In general, we'll set 2 and 22 to 1. Just as the HITS

algorithm does, the update operations are run for k iterations, normalizing the vectors

after each one. The following pseudo-code shows how this method is implemented:

For every page i in the base set do

Set authority weight ofpage ito zero 4 a( i) = 0

For all pages jpointing to I do

a(i):=a(i)+ h(j)

a(i): =a(i)+r(i)

Similar operations can be applied while computing hub weights.

8.5.1 Interpretation of the Results

Applying the previous algorithm on the "Lebanese Media" query showed a

deterioration in the results when the content of the current page being evaluated was

used to update its authority weights. However, when the content of the current page

was used exclusively to update hub weights, the results reached were the same as

those from HITS. In other words, using the following update functions: a : AT!, and

I, : r + Aa, gave the same results as HITS. The reason behind that is that for a non

self-descriptive query, the pages considered as textually relevant, by containing the

user query in their text, are most likely to be hub pages rather than authorities.

Concerning the Kahlil Gibran query, the same results reached by HITS were

attained when we applied the previous case. However, the cases that caused the

deterioration of the results for the previous query helped improve the results for the

"Kahlil Gibran" query. This is logical because for a self-descriptive query, we expect

that both authoritative and hub pages contain the query terms frequently. The results

reached were a combination of the best authorities from HITS with the most textually

relevant pages. The following table shows that:
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I	 www.impact.civil-columbia.edu/—fawaz/gibran.html
2	 www.ocala.cs.miami.edu1nosaj
3	 www-personal.umich.edu/—jrcole/gibran/gibranl.htm
4	 www.al-bab.comlarab/literature/gibran.htm
5	 www-personal.umich.edu/—Jrcole/gibran/hotlinks.htmrcole/gibranlhotlinks.htm
6	 www.bohra.net/archive/gibranIindex.htm1
7	 www.1eb.netImira1kgmain.htm1
8	 www.dmoz.org/Arts/Literature/Authors/G/Gibran, —Kahlil
9	 www.expert.cc.purdue.edu/—mynderse/GIBRAN/earthgods.html
10	 www.expert.cc.purdue.eduImynderse/GIBRAN/frontier.html
11	 www.expert.cc.purdue.eduJ-mynderse/GIBRAN/rebelljoushtm1
12	 www.antonia.webhost.cl/'-ekaftanlgibranlgibran.html
13	 www-personaI.umich.eduIjrco1e/gibranIgal5.htm
14	 www.marsupial.com/babyroo/prophetlgibran.htmJ
15	 www.angelfire.com/sd/tetons
Table 8.3 Results for the KahIll Gibran Query After Integrating the Content of Pages

With the Link Structure

It is the type of the query that helped providing these improved results. Notice

that the use of the ARC adjacency matrix gave almost the same results. In other

words, combinin g the local text of pages with the text of neighboring pages didn't

improve the outcome of the algorithm.

It is also clear that the combination of text and link based analysis provides very

good results for self-descriptive queries, and at maximum yields the results reached

from HITS for non self-descriptive queries.

8.6 Remarks

It may be a good idea to use an algorithm like HITS for non self-descriptive

queries. Another approach, which uses the local content of pages in updating hub

weights, may also be used. For self-descriptive queries, an approach like the one used

in the previous section can be applied. It remains therefore for the intelligence of the

search engine to specify whether the query is self-descriptive or not. A search engine

may index all possible non self-descriptive queries, and correspondingly choose a

search method for a user supplied query. However, this seems to be an almost

impossible task. Another approach is to provide two sets of results one using pure link

based analysis and another combining it with textual content.
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8.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented modifications of ARC and other search methods that

combine the link topology with the textual content of pages. The type of the query

may be an important factor in the choice of the search method. The next chapter

summarizes the thesis and presents directions towards further work.
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CHAPTER IX

Conclusion

The main goal of this thesis was to address the information overload problem

that tends to rise in text based search engines and to discover communities emerging

in cyberspace. The analysis of the link structure of the web has led to better search

methods starting with the HITS algorithm, which has also been used to monitor cyber-

communities. The richness in the information that can be extracted from the link

topology is enormous, and consequently other link-based search algorithms haven't

stopped emerging ever since the introduction of HITS. The current trend is directed

towards combinations of text-based and link-based analysis. The Automatic Resource

Compiler (ARC), the Google and Northern Light search engines all try to integrate

text-based with link-based ranking functions.

The experiments we applied have shown that the type of the user supplied query

plays a major role in the success of a search method. Different types of queries may

require different search methods. Clever search engines must be created to be able to

differentiate between the different kinds of user queries and choose a search method

correspondingly. However, no matter how intelligent a search engine may become, it

will remain very difficult to get people to agree on what is truly relevant for a query.

Only through interactive search engines, the subjectivity of relevancy may become

essential in the decision taking a search engine has to do.
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APPENDIX A

A.! The HITS Algorithm

type
TSliowResults = class(TForrn)

GroupBoxl: TGroupBox;
LinksQuery: TQuery;
PagesTable: TTable;
ResultsListView: TListView;
CopyResultsButton: TButton;
OpenDialogi: TOpeiiDialog;
PrincipalCommunityButton: TButton;
ARCButton: TButton;
procedure ForrnCreate(Sender: TObject);
procedure ResultsListViewConipare(Sender: TObject; Iteni 1,

ltern2: TListltem; Data: Integer; var Compare: Integer);
procedure ResultsListViewColumnCl ick(Sender: TObject;

Column: TListColurnn);
procedure CopyResu ItsButtonCl ick(Sender: TObject);
procedure PrincipalComm un ityButtonC ick(Sender: TObject);

private
FHubVector: array of real;
FAuth Vector: array of real;
FTenìpAuth : array of i-cal;
FTempl-lub : array of real;
FCount, Flndex : integer;
FColumnToSort: Integer;

public
function convergence : boolean
procedure InitializeVectors
procedure Normalize (var AVector: array of real);
procedure UpdateAuthorities;
procedure UpdateHubs;
procedure OutputResu Its

end;

var
SliowResults: TShowResu Its;

implementation

procedure TShowResu Its. FormCreate(Sender: Tobject);
var

Viteration , i : integer
begin

PagesTable. First ;
Findex : PagesTableFieldByName( PAGE_KEY' ).Aslnteger;

Viteration : 0
Initialize Vectors
Repeat

Viteration : Viteration + 1;
for i: 0 to PagesTable.RecordCount - 1 do
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begin
FTempAuth[i] : FAuthVector[i]

FTempt-lub[i] := FuubVector[i];
end;
UpdateAuthorities;
Normalize ( FAutli Vector);
UpdateHubs;
Normalize ( FHubVector);

until convergence;
ShowMessage( IntToStr( Viteration));
OutputResults;

end;

function TShowResults.Convergence : boolean
var

integer;
begin

result : false
for i := 0 to PagesTable.RecordCount - I do
begin

if(abs( FlempAuth[i] - FAuthVector[i])> 0.00001) or (abs( FTempHub[i] -
FHubVector[i] )> 0.00001) then
exit;

end
result : true

end:

procedure TShowResults.Normalize (var AVector: array of real );
vat,

integer
sum real

begin
sum : 0;
for i : 0 to FCount - 1 do

sum : sum + sqr(AVector[i]);
sum : sqrt(suni);
for i := 0 to FCount - I do

if sum	 0 then
AVector[i] := AVector[i]/sum;

end;

procedure TShowResu Its. InitializeVectors;
var

integer
begin

FCount : Pageslable.RecordCount;
SetLength( FHub Vector, FCount);
SetLength( FAuth Vector, FCount);
SetLength( FTempAuth, FCount);
SetLength( FTempHub, FCount);
for i : 0 to FCount - I do
begin

FHubVector[i] : 1;
FAuthVector[i] : 1;

end;
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end;

procedure TShowResu Its. UpdateAuthorities;
var

integer
begin

for i 0 to FCount - I do
begin

FAuthVector[i] : 0;
LinksQuery.SqI.Text 'SELECT SOURCE FROM LINKS WHERE
DESTINATION ='+ lntToStr(i + Findex);

LinksQuery.Open;
while not LinksQuery.eof do
begin

FAuthVectori] : FAuthVector[i] +
FI-lubVector[LinksQuery. Fields[0] .Aslnteger - Findex]

LinksQuery.Next;
end;
LinksQuery.Close;

end;
end;

procedure TShowResu ltsUpdateHubs;
var

integer;
begin

for i	 0 to FCount - I do
begin

FHubVector[i] : 0;
LinksQuery.SqLText : 'SELECT DESTINATION FROM LINKS WHERE
SOURCE ='+ IntToStr(i + Findex);

LinksQuery.Open;
while not LinksQuery.eof do
begin

FHubVector[i] : FHubVector[i] +
FAuthVector[LinksQuery. Fields[0] .AsI nteger - Findex];

LinksQuery.Next;
end;
LinksQuery.Close;

end;
end;

procedure TShowResults.OutputResults
var

integer;
VQueryl , VQuery2 : TQuery;

begin
VQueryl : TQuery.Create ( nil);
try

VQueryl .DatabaseName : 'PageExtractor';
for i: 0 to FCount - 1 do

begin
VQuery I .Close;

VQueryl.SQL.Text 'SELECT PAGE URL FROM
PAGES—TABLE WHERE PAGE—KEY ='+ IntToStr( i+Flndex);



VQuery I Open;
with ResultsListView.lterns.Add do
begin

Caption := VQuery I .Fields[0].AsString;
SubltemsAdd( FloatToStr(round( 100000 *
FlHlubVector{i])/I00000));
Sublterns.Add( FloatToStr(round( 100000 *
FAuthVector[i])/100000));

end;
end;

finally
VQueryl.Free;

end;
end;

II The next 2 procedures are done in order to be able to sort the results corresponding
I/to their hub or authority weights.

procedure TShowResults. ResultsListViewCom pare(Sender: TObject; Item I
ltem2: TListltein; Data: Integer; var Compare: Integer);

var
ix: integer;

begin
if FColurnnToSort = 0 then

Compare : Corn pareText( Item I .Caption.Item2.Caption)
else begin

ix := FColurnnToSort - 1:
Compare : CompareText(Item2.SubItemsix , Item I .SubItemsixI);

end
end

procedure TShowResu Its- ResultsListViewCol urn nCl ick(Sender: TObject;
Column: TListColumn);

begin
FColurnnToSort : Column.lndex;
(Sender as TCustomListView).AlphaSort;

end;

A.2 Deriving the Principal Community from the HITS Algorithm

II This routine uses the results reached in the previous program

procedure TShowResults. PrincipalCornrnunityButtonClick(Sender: TObject);
var

integer
VStringList : TStringList

begin
if OpenDialogi Execute then
begin

VStringList : TSTring List. Create ;
try

VStringList.Add( 'HUBS');
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Resu ltsListViewColumnCl ick( ResultsListView as TObject,
TListCoi unin(ResultsListView.Col umns[ I]));

for i:= 0 to 9 do
VStringList.Add( IntToStr( I + I ) +	 +
ResultsListView. Items[i] .Caption	 +'

	
1+

ResultsListView.Iterns[j] .Subitems[0] );
VStringList.Add(' AUTH);

ResultsListViewColuninCl ick( ResultsListView as TObject,
TListColumn(ResultsListView.Columns[2]));

for i: 0 to 9 do
VStringList.Add( lntToStr( I +
ResultsListView. Items[i] .Caption
ResultsListView.Items[i] .Subiterns[ I]

VStringList.SaveTofi le( OpenDialog I .FileName);
finally

VStringList.Free;
end;

end;
end;

I +

A.3 The Undirected and Directed NeighborRank Algorithms

II The next routine is the core of this simple algorithm. The results are displayed in a
listview. The first sub-item in the listview displays the results for the Undirected

NeighborRank algorithni, and the next 2 sub-items display the results for the
7/ Directed NeighborRank algorithm

procedure TNeighborRank Form. FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
Ta r

VQuery, VlnhiiikQuery, VOutlinkQuery: TQuery;
VPage : string

begin
PagesTable.First;
VQuery := TQuery.Create( nil);

VlnhinkQuery := TQuery.Create( nil);
VOutlinkQuery TQuery.Create( nil);
try

VQuery. DataBaseName 	 PageExtractor';
VlnlinkQuery.DataBaseName := 'PageExtractor';

VOutI inkQuery.DataflaseNarne : PageExtractor';
while not PagesTable.Eof do

begin
VPage := Pageslable. FieldByNarne('PAGE_KEY').AsString;
VQuery.SQL.0 fear ;
VlnhinkQueiy.SQL.Clear;

VOutLinkQuery.SQL.Clear;
VQuery.SQL.Text : 'SELECT COUNT(PAGE_A) FROM
UNDIRECTED GRAPH WHERE (PAGE_A ='+ VPage +') OR
(PAGE _B ='+ VPage
VlnlinkQuery.SQL.Text 'SELECT COUNT(SOURCE) FROM
LINKS WHERE DESTINATION ='+ VPAGE;
VOutlinkQuery. SQL. Text: 'SELECT COUNT(SOURCE) FROM
LINKS WHERE SOURCE ='+ VPAGE;
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VQuery.Open;
VlnlinkQuery.Open;
VOutlinkQuery.Open;
with ListViewl.Iterns.Add do
begin
Caption : =PagesTable.FieldByName('PAGE U RL').AsString;
Subltems.Add( VQuery.Fields[O] .AsString);
Subltems.Add( VInl inkQuery. Fie lds[O].AsString);
Subltems.Add( VOutlinkQuery.Fields[O] .AsString);

end;
VQuery.Close;
VlnlinkQuery.Close;
VOutlinkQuery.0 lose ;
PagesTable.Next;

end;
finally

VQuery.Free;
Vin linkQuery. Free ;
VOutliiikQuery.Free;

end;
end:

A.4 The Modified ARC algorithm

// This algorithm adds a new vector called the relevancy vector as follows
FRelevancvVector: array of real

II the components of this vector are initialized to the relevancy weights in the
Pages—Table. The following updates are done to the Initialize Vectors routine of the

II HITS algorithm

SetLength (FRelevancyVector, FCount);
VQuery.SQL.Text : 'SELECT PAGE —RANK FROM PAGES—TABLE';
VQuery.Open;
i:	 0;
while not VQuery.eof do
begin

if not VQuery.Fields[O].IsNull then
FRelevancyVector[i] : VQuery.Fields[0] .AsFloat

else
FRelevancyVector[i] : 0;

i:	 i + 1;
VQuery.Next;

end;
Normalize( FRelevancyVector);

II The next 2 procedures present how ARC updates authorities and hubs

procedure TShowResu Its. ARCUpdateAuthorities;
var

integer;
V Ratio , VPage Weight : real;

begin
PagesTable.lndexFieldNames 'PAGE_KEY';
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for i 0 to FCount - I do
begin

FAuthVector[i]	 0;
LinksQuery.SqI.Text 'SELECT SOURCE FROM LINKS WHERE
DESTINATION ='+ IntToStr(i + Flndex);

LinksQuery.Opeu;
while not LinksQuery.eof do
begin

VRatio : FReIevancyVectorLinksQuery.Fields0J.AsInteger -
Flndex]
FAuthVector[i] FAuthVector[i] + ( I + VRatio) *
FHubVector[LinksQuery.FieIds[O].Asliiteger - Findex]

LinksQuery.Next;
end;
LinksQuery.0 lose ;

end;
end;

procedure TShowResu Its. ARC UpdateHubs:
var

integer,
VRatio , VPageWeight: real

begin
PagesTable.lndexFieldNames : 'PAGE_KEY'
for i	 0 to FCount - I do
begin

FHubVector[i] : 0
VPage Weight FRelevancyVector[i]
LiiiksQuery.SqI.Text 'SELECT DESTINATION FROM LINKS WHERE
SOURCE -'+ lntToStr(i + Findex):

LinksQuery.Open;
while not LinksQuery.eof do
begin

VRatio := FRelevancyVector[LinksQuery.Fields[0] .AsI nteger -
Findex]
FHubVector[i] := FHubVector[i] + (1 + VPage Weight) *
FAuthVector[LinksQuery. Fields[0] .Aslnteger - Flndex];

LinksQuery.Next;
end;
LinksQuery.0 lose ;

end;
end;

A.5 Other Ways to Integrate Text and Link-Based Analysis

II These methods use the same 2 procedures as A.4 and add to them the use of the
relevancy weight of a page being evaluated. The following updates should be done
to the previous routines.

II Updating Hubs
for i : 0 to FCount - I do
begin

VPage Weight : FRelevancyVector[i]
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FuubVector[i] : FHubVector[i] + (1 + VRatio + VPageWeight) *
FAuthVector[LinksQuery.Fields[O].Aslnteger - Findex]

end;

// Updating authorities is done similarly

II Another way to update hubs and authorities is showed next. Here are the
II modifications that should be done when updating authorities:

for i : 0 to FCount - I do
begin

VPage Weight : FRelevancyVector[i]

while not LinksQuery.eof do
begin

VRatio := FRelevancyVector[LinksQuery. Fie lds{O] .Asl nteger -
Flndex}
FAuthVector[i] : FAuthVector[i] +
FHubVectorLinksQuery.Fields[0].Aslnteger - Findex]

LinksQuery.Next;
end;
FAuthVector[i] : VPage Weight + FAuthVector[i]

end;

II Updating hubs is done similarly
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